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Abstract

Of the two necessary conditions for imposing antidumping duties (Dumping and Injury), the provisions concerning injury leave more latitude to the administrators of the antidumping law. Therefore, to restrain the abuse of antidumping measures effectively, attention should be concentrated on the injury determination mechanism. Concerning how to conduct an injury determination, this thesis performs the analysis from the following aspects, which formed separate chapters: basic principles and elements of an injury determination, determination of the causal link, special considerations for the “threat of material injury” and “material retardation” standards.

Within each chapter, in the first place, the thesis summarizes the specific requirements for the injury determination based on Article 3 of the Antidumping Agreement and interpretation thereof by the relevant authority, for example, the WTO Panel/Appellate Body. Secondly, the thesis would find out some common problems while examining whether the injury determination conducted by the WTO member states conforms to the above requirements. Finally, the thesis proposes feasible solutions to tackle these problems and puts forward a positive reformation scheme in accordance with the philosophy of the WTO system.

The basic principles and elements for an injury determination have been elaborated by the content of the Anti-dumping Agreement (hereinafter the “ADA”) together with interpretations by the WTO Panel/Appellate Body. Although the analytic method of antidumping reports may substantially differ among the WTO member states, they have enacted similar antidumping law provisions to Article 3 of the Antidumping Agreement and implemented consistent procedures. Therefore, the space for abuse and the flexibility endowed to the investigating authority is limited, though problems still exist, especially for the developing countries.
This thesis pointed out that “causal link” is a determinative factor for an injury investigation; however, in most countries the causation determination was not conducted in a satisfactory way. The causation threshold under the current Antidumping Agreement is relatively low which would leave a hole in embankment and connived at the flood of the antidumping measures. Furthermore, in many circumstances the investigating authority has confused “Causality” with “Correlation”. This thesis advocates a further strengthening of the causation standard.

The “threat of material injury” standard, which is not frequently applied, is a preventive mechanism permitting the investigating authority to act before actual injury of domestic industries happened. The nature of this standard indicated that any conclusion made as to the anticipated injury can only be based on assumptions and any decision is nothing more than speculation in absence of a refined analysis. Especially when economic situation deteriorates, this standard is easy to be manipulated by protectionists to shelter the vulnerable domestic industry from the outside competition. Therefore, this thesis suggested that this standard be subject to stricter and more detailed rules.

The “material retardation” standard is discussed and relied on by few countries for the antidumping investigation. Based on an exhaustive study on relevant antidumping reports issued by the pioneer users, this thesis discussed the following questions: (1) how to define a domestic industry is established or not; (2) how to examine whether material retardation has occurred where the data on the economic factors may be unavailable due to the relatively short time the domestic producer has been in existence; (3) how to take into consideration a special factor “viability of the industry” for the causation determination. In this way, this thesis generalizes a legislative framework and a balanced way for
enforcing the retardation standard.

To sum up, in light of the nature of antidumping law, the reformatory direction for the injury determination is to restrict abuse of antidumping measures by promulgating detailed rules and implementing strict procedures. Specifically speaking, the first priority is to strengthen the causation threshold, directly or indirectly by requiring the investigating authority to adopt some particular methodology (for example, the “but for”/ “if not” test). For the “threat of injury” and “material retardation” standards, on one hand, as the relevant provisions of the Antidumping Agreement are far from enough to provide a clear guideline, detailed road maps need to be drew for an easy application, especially for the developing countries; on the other hand, strict procedural rules should be prescribed in advance to prevent future misuse of these two standards.
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